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AS AIA OREGON

OUR COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS

We seek a community and culture that is respectful, comfortable, open,

curious, inclusive, and kind.  Community agreements help us identify

concrete ways to create a cohesive and safe place to exchange ideas, enable

us to interact more co-operatively, and keep us on track.

Our COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS are…

Together, we know a lot! Honor group wisdom through curiosity and respect.

Encourage questions instead of assumptions.

Do our best.  We can’t be articulate all the time, but that shouldn’t keep us from

expressing our thoughts.

Assume good intent, until proven otherwise.  Acknowledge the difference

between intent and impact.

Take space, Make space.  Purposefully pause and allow all voices to be heard.

More talkative people: show a little restraint.  Quieter people: your contributions

are very welcome.  

Let go in order to grow.  

Avoid jargon, acronyms, and industry language.  Use inclusive language that is

accessible for those with varying inside knowledge.

One person speaks at a time.  Please mute your microphone until ready or

called upon to speak.

Be Present.  Be mindful that side-chats can be distracting others from the topic

at hand.  

Ask for what you need and offer what you can.

Uphold commitments.  Be aware of time and respect everyone’s time and

commitment.  

Lean (or learn) into discomfort.  Learning should push us!

Uphold confidentiality.  Respect someone’s right to remain anonymous.

"You are part of this society. It is not easy. I am not suggesting the easy

road, but the time has come when no longer the kooks and crackpots

speak for America. The decent people have to learn to speak up, and you

shouldn’t have to be the victim to feel for other people. I make no

pretense that it is easy."

WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR. KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT THE  1968 AIA

CONVENTION IN PORTLAND, OREGON

WHAT ACTIONS CAN WE TAKE TO ADDRESS THE SYSTEMIC RACIAL INEQUALITIES IN OUR SOCIETY?

RESOURCES

Please share any helpful resources about allyship, anti-racism, addressing white privilege, supporting the Black

community, protesting mindfully, our country's history of inequality, etc. Books, videos, articles, podcasts, images etc.

welcome.

Anti-racism Allyship

Picture not available

Anti-racism resources for white people

This document is intended to serve as a resource to

white people and parents to deepen our anti-racism

work. If you haven't engaged in anti-racism work in the

past, start now. Feel free to circulate this document on

social media and with your friends, family, and

colleagues. Here is a shorte...

Organizations / Donations

Natl Resource List

#GeorgeFloyd+

Scroll for guidance on what this

document contains, etc. Section

I contains a list of attorneys

offering legal services. Section II

contains a list of action items for

people who cannot donate or

protest in person. Section III

contains a list of bail funds,

memorial funds, mutual aid

projects, ...

Mindful Protesting + Legal Aid

Community Bail Funds for

Each State

Community Bail Funds by State

As protests for George Floyd

and Black Lives Matter spring up

across the country, arrests do as

well. If you are unable to show

up but want to support

protestors, covering their bail is

an amazing way to do so. Bail

funds recycle bail, so your

donation can help multi...

Ways You Can Help

Picture not available

Ways To Help

BLM Organization: Ways to Help

Educational + Parenting Resources

Coretta Scott King Book

Award Winners

Common Sense Media editors

help you choose Coretta Scott

King Book Award Winners.

These award-winning books for

kids and young adults show an

appreciation of African

American culture.

Picture not available

31 Children's books to

support conversations on

race, racism and resistance

Movies + TV Shows Podcasts Books

Picture not available

Help Lake Street Clean-up

& Rebuild

You can also write a check to

the Lake Street Council and

send it to 919 E Lake Street,

Minneapolis, MN, 55407.

However, please note that local

mail service in our area has

stopped for now and we may

not receive your donation for

some time. For more information

and updates please follow us on

at ...
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Pro bono services

guidelines and resources

Through pro bono services,

architects use their skills to help

their communities. The AIA

offers a suite of tools for

effective decision-making when

considering pro bono work. The

AIA encourages all of its

members, their firms, and state

and local components to

engage in providing pro bono ...
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Talking to Kids About

Racism, Early and Often

These books can help start the

conversation. As protests over

the killing of George Floyd (and

Ahmaud Arbery and Breonna

Taylor) spill into a second week,

many parents are wondering

how to talk about the deaths

and unrest with their children.

But just as important in the long

run, especially for ...

Fruitvale Station (2013) -

IMDb

Directed by Ryan Coogler. With

Michael B. Jordan, Melonie Diaz,

Octavia Spencer, Kevin Durand.

The story of Oscar Grant III, a

22-year-old Bay Area resident,

who crosses paths with friends,

enemies, family, and strangers

on the last day of 2008.

CNN and 'Sesame Street'

to host a town hall

addressing racism

As anger and heartbreak have

swept across America over the

killing of yet another black man

at the hands of police, CNN and

Sesame Street are refocusing

their second town hall to

address racism.

PBS | The Fillmore

Companion Web site to The

Fillmore PBS documentary, use

this site to trace the dramatic

story of one of America's

premiere black communities

through firsthand accounts from

mayors and musicians to

journalists and community

activists.
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American Police

Black Americans being

victimized and killed by the

police is an epidemic. A truth

many Americans are

acknowledging since the

murder of George Floyd, as

protests have occurred in all fifty

states calling for justice on his

behalf. But this tension between

African American communities

and the police

These Black-Owned

Restaurants and Shops Are

Open for Business

When the current protests begin

to wane, there will still be a

pandemic going on, and many

small businesses, particularly

restaurants and retailers, are

barely hanging on. For L.A.'s

Black-owned businesses, the

current economic crisis may be

all that much more devastating,

as Black entrepreneurs ...
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13TH | FULL FEATURE |

Netflix

Combining archival footage

with testimony from activists

and scholars, director Ava

DuVernay's examination of the

U.S. prison system looks at

how the country...

Resources

1. A Country of Cities- Vishaan Chakrabarti (PAU)

2. Flat, Hot, and Crowded- Thomas Friedman

3. Collapse- Jarod Diamond

4. Triumph of the City- Edward Glazer

5. Outliers - Malcolm Gladwell

6. Capital in the 21st Century- Thomas Piketty*

7. Just Growth - Manuel Pastor

8. "Knowing Together is Growing Together"

9. Devil in the White City

10. Hardcore Zen

11. Loving Kindness

12. Made to Stick

13. Equity Growth and Community- Manuel Pastor 

     download for free at growingtogethermetro.org

14. The Jungle- Upton Sinclair

15. Soulless City- James Hillman

16. The New Urban Crisis- Richard Florida

17. Fighting Traffic- Peter Norton

18. Reason in a Dark Time

19. Green Metropolis- David Owen

20. Gentrifier- John Joe Schlichtman

21. Maya Angelou’s biography

22. Gateway to Unity- Mabel Taylor

23. Too High and Too Deep- David Williams

24. The Well-Tempered City- Jonathan Rose

25. Seattle and the Roots of Urban Sustainability: 

       Inventing Ecotopia- Jeffrey Sanders

26. The World Without Us- Mireille Juchau

27. The Last Black Unicorn- Tiffany Haddish

28. A Curious Mind - Ryan Grazier

29. Why We Don’t Suck - Denis Leary

30. Soonish -Kelly Weinersmith

31. Community- Peter Block

32. Letters to a Young Activist- Todd Gitlin

33. White Fragility- Robin D’angelo

34. The Culture Code- Daniel Coyle

35. Palaces for the people

36. Talking with Strangers- Danielle Allen

37. Dialogic O.D.

38. Between the World and Me- Ta-Nehisi Coates

39. Target Universalism

LISTEN

- 1619

- About Race

- Code Switch

- The Diversity Gap

- Good Ancestor

- Intersectionality Matters!

- Momentum: A Race Forward Podcast

- On Whiteness

- Pod For The Cause

- Pod Save The People

- Seeing White

- Small Doses with Amanda Seales

- Groundings

On the built industry...

- Black Feminist Thought // Patricia Hill Collins

- Between The World And Me // Ta-Nehisi Coates

- The Bluest Eye // Toni Morrison

- Citizen // Claudia Rankine

- The Color of Law: A Forgotten History Of How Our Government Segregated America // 

     Richard Rothstein**

- Courageous Conversations // Glenn E. Singleton

- Eloquent Rage: A Black Feminist Discovers Her Superpower // Dr. Brittney Cooper

- The Good Immigrant: 21 Writers Explore What It Means To Be Black, Asian, And Minority 

      Ethnic In Britain Today // edited by Nikesh Shukla

- The Good Immigrant: 26 Writers Reflect On America // edited by Nikesh Shukla

- The Fire Next Time // James Baldwin

- Freedom Is A Constant Struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, And The Foundations Of A Movement // 

      Angela Davis

- Heavy: An American Memoir // Kiese Laymon

- How To Be An Anti-Racist // Ibram X. Kendi

- I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings // Maya Angelou

- I’m Still Here: Black Dignity In A World Made For Whiteness // Austin Channing Brown

- Just Mercy // Bryan Stevenson

- Me and White Supremacy // Layla F. Saad

- My Grandmother’s Hands // Resmaa Menakem

- The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration In The Age Of Colorblindness // Michelle Alexander

- The Next American Revolution: Sustainable Activism For The Twenty-First Century // 

       Grace Lee Boggs

- Raising Our Hands // Jenna Arnold**

- Redefining Realness // Janet Mock

- Sister Outsider // Audre Lorde

- So You Want To Talk About Race // Ijeoma Oluo

- Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You // Ibram X. Kendi + Jason Reynolds

- Their Eyes Were Watching God // Zora Neale Hurston

- They Can’t Kill Us All: The Story Of Black Lives Matter // Wesley Lowery

- This Book Is Anti-Racist // Ibram X. Kendi

- This Bridge Called My Back // Cherríe Moraga

- Uprooting Racism: How White People Can Work For Racial Justice // Paul Kivel**

- The Warmth Of Other Suns // Isabel Wilkerson

- When They Call You A Terrorist: A Black Lives Matter Memoir // 

      Patrisse Khan-Cullors + Asha Bandele

- White Fragility // Robin DiAngelo, PhD*

- Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting Together In The Cafeteria? // Beverly Daniel Tatum

- Why I’m No Longer Talking To White People About Race // Reni Eddo-Lodge

On humanity...

What are others doing?

Design as Protest: Direction Action Ideation

Hip Hop Architecture As Design Justice Competition

PDX Anti-Displacement Action Plan 

Design Process

Toolkit for Liberatory Design

Space/Race Reading List

Do the

Right Thing

by Spike

Lee

Anti-Racism Design Resources

Anti-Racism Design Resources

The Yellow House by

Sarah Broom - family

memoir+urban design

of New Orleans,

beautifully written

https://www.joincampaignzero.org/

AFO is working on

bringing digital Hip

Hop Architecture

camp to Portland

this summer

https://8cantwait.org/

Black Like

Me - John

Griffin

ADPSR - Architects/Designers/Planners for Social

Responsibilty

Growing

Gardens

PDX

Daniel Barber’s Race,

Architecture, Social Equity

resources
Collected to understand “the racially and economically

stratified conditions of the pandemic…. Questioning and

clarifying the role of design in social change”

Explore "Talking

About Race"

with your family

from NMAAHC

https://hbr.org/2020/06/the-

10-commitments-companies-

must-make-to-advance-

racial-justice

Rising Out

of Hatred --

Eli Saslow

EDUCATE

Yo! Is this

racist

Seeing Systems

workbook

developed by the

NW Earth Institute

(formally known as)

How to Kill a City:

Gentrification,

inequality and the

fight for the

neighborhood- Peter

Moskowitz

I love

Code

Switch and

1619!

recommend to call or write

your local state assembly

member and request a

special legislative session

to address policies of race

and social justice, and

Covid as well

Invisible

Man -Ralph

Ellison

Training Opportunities

I have learned

so much from

the podcast

"Call Your

Girlfriend"

Your Street Your Voice

https://www.yourstreetyourvoice.com

Amara offers fantastic

CRT training -

www.amarahperez.com

AS PROFESSIONALS AS COMMUNITY MEMBERS AS INDIVIDUALS

BIKE RACK
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ObstaclesActionsExperiences Resources

LEGEND

talk to our

children and

listen to their

perspective... be

transparent with

them

This is a textbox...

community

patrol

Lift up black folks and POC's

potential within our profession

by intentionally reaching

outside of our traditional hiring

practices and intentionally have

more diversity within our

profession. Children of color

need role models in order to

build that within our profession

Find ways to

mentor and

support

students

Lobby for

change in

Salam/our

local

communities

Many action

resources at

this link

Provide mentorship

opportunites for youth

so they know they can

become architects -

see thecenterpdx.org

Send emails out to

organizations through the

generators on this site

https://colloqate.org/design-

justice-for-black-lives

safe street initiative Business

need permitting assistance to

extend businesses into the

parking lot for social

distancing

Start your next

meeting with

client/consultants to

ask "what can we do

to make this

design/conversation

more socially just and

equitable?"How can we create

more resilient

neighborhoods when

fire, health and

policing is no longer

available?

Speak up &

Get Loud!

barriers start well

before architecture

school. How to we

make design

professions more

accessible?

Teach students the history of

systemic racism in

architecture. Teach students

about non-western

architecture. Support

students of color. 

Offer

training for

EDI issues

for firms

AIA needs to build on

equity commitment by

challenging firms to

be transparent with

salary data, ensuring

equal pay for equal

work.

Make a way to

track all

choices made

tand step s

change

support

educational

outreach for youth -

Your Street Your

Voice, Hip Hop

Architecture, 

flooding

representatives

regarding police

funding. getting

police out of

schools

Proactively recruit

from the BIPOC

community for

employment

opportunities within

our architectural firm

Ask our alumni

associations what they

are doing to attract

more POC to the

Architecture program

and what they are doing

to help them graduate.

teach our children

to welcome

diversity and

embrace others for

whom they are

Ensure that when we

convene listening

sessions, we

foreground voices of

people of color and

other less privaliged

voices

Dont stop

educating

yourself. The

work will be

never end. 

PROVIDING

MORE

AWARENESS

IN OUR

COMMUNITY

Hold an ongoing DEI

reading/discussion

group with articles

lack of

diversity in

our A/E

industry

Provide more

mentoring and

financial support for

architecture

students and

recent grads

Sorry, I just deleted

someone's post  for the

Center.

http://www.thecenterpdx.org/

model love and

kindness to all

scholarships

Expand meeting invitations to

include broader community

stakeholders for early project

engagement.  Get more voices in

the room - LISTEN - and recognize

that we likely don't know all the

answers

Support schools

relative to

opportunities,

Barriers start well

before architecture

school

REEVALUATE THE

IMAGERY WE PRODUCE

IN TERMS OF THE

COMMUNITIES IT

REPRESENTS AND THE

COMMUNITIES IT

SPEAKS TO

champion a program like

ACE or Architects in schools

that intentionally supports

children of color and

introduces them to

architecture, gives them an

idea that they could be in

this profession

I would like to

see more events

like Future Vison

occur more

frequently

Talk to your

neighbors and

have a way to

contact them.

participate in

community work, etc.

in at-risk communities

more often/make it

more regular and not a

once-a-year / special

event

Give recognition

to architects from

minority groups -

(ie David Adjaye?)

if you have the

means, donate to

a reputable

organization like

Campaign Zero

^!!!!!!

expanding on

architecture

in schools

program.

invest in drafting

and design

classes for high

school students

This is a textbox...

AFO just made

Architect in Schools

virtual - spread the

word! there will be

a free camp this

summer.

SUPPORT OUTREACH AND

INTERNSHIPS FOR TEENS

AND COLLEGE GRADS

WHO HISTORIALLY HAVE

LESS ACCESS TO OUR

PROFESSIONAL PATH

We talk about

diversity, but we

aren't meeting

people where

they live

A lot of

conversations

at home. With

adults and

kids.

participate

in

community

events

do something

practical if you

can like

marching in the

strest, protesting

Say "YES!" when

your 7 yo child asks

if we can march

with neighborhood

#BLM rally

Learn how to listen

in community better

- where and how we

host outreach

sessions matters!

Share disaggregated

data about race all

along the pipeline of

architecture from school

through lcensure so we

can look systemically of

the pipeline

AIA

participation

in community

Instead of hosting

meetings and asking

people of color to

attend, we should

meet them in their

communities and listen

Donate to

scholship funds for

POCIB for

students to go to

architecture

schools

join in

the

marches

AIA should promote and encourage

alternative paths to licensure that

bypass the NAAB degree program.

Traditional architecture programs

prevent anyone without the financial

means or the ability to invest 5-7

years in school full-time from taking

the first step in becoming an

architect. Trade programs and work

experience should count more

towards meeting the requirements to

enroll in AXP.

How could City revise

zoning code to require

diversity in

development? Think of

Pearl District and lack

of minorities. Does not

feel welcoming to all. 

Don't be afraid to try

ethnic foods from local

restaurants...

Relationships and

conversations can be

had, cultural

exchange...

more events

in

communities

events 

engage with local

universities, remain

engaged with your

university... start a

conversation with

students

PRACTICE

USING YOUR

VOICE AS AN

ALLY; SPEAK

TRUTH TO

POWER

Learn, learn,

learn. History is

told by those in

power. Find the

missing chapters.

Advocate for design that

supports communities and

the realities of living in the

city with a family and

without a lot of money.  For

example, push for more

affordable housing for

families with kitchens you

can cook in!

critical race

theory Spatial

Justice in

design

Make a statement,

similar to the AIA

national statement,

acknowledging our

past mistakes and

promising concrete

change

We need to see

successful spaces

through the lens of the

people who will live and

exist there. Not every

successful street or

community development

looks like the Pearl

District. KEEP LEARNING!

Speak up in

your meetings

when you see

inequality.

volunteer time - pro

bono work to

support

organizations

working to break

down systemic

racism

More

inclusive

early

design

Buildings are

racial. learn

more about

that

Transparently

report the

demographics

of our firm

employees

call inequities

out when you

see them

hold a charrette for

how to re-build a

community police

station that

addresses social

equity

DO: talk with people,

and get to know people

of diverse races - let

your children ask

awkward questions, and

then try to answer

honestly

Partner with

minority

owned

consultants.

More inclusive

design workshops.

Always ask which

voices aren’t being

heard? Find more

tools to “hear” those

voices in different

ways.

Design

meetings

start off with

equity in

design

Any ideas for a UN Block by Block

project in Oregon?

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/01/1056432

barriers start well before

architecture school. we

need to make design

professions accessible if

we want to have vital

voices at the table.

DONT' ASSUME

THATYOU'RE

'WOKE' - EXAMINE

YOUR IMPLICT

BIASES

VOTE

VOTE

My firm has done a

pretty good job at

creating a safe space

to talk about these

issues. Made more

difficult with our work

from home situations.

early and

frequent

communication

with the actual

occupants of

buildings

YES!!!!!

Support

businesses that

are black-

owned and

operated.

put emphasis on the

the importance of

community buildings ie

community centers,

public libraries, youth

centers, etc.

Align your

organization

with a BIPOC

organization

Advocate for

Affordable

Housing for All

Defensive

architecture

is prejudice

design

implicit bias

training.

treating racism

from the

inside out

Gentrification typically

equates to whiteness.

Re-evaluate priorities

when "revitalizing"

neighborhoods and

opportunity zones

implicit bias

training made

available.

identify racism when

you see it

Reach out to your

network to

encourage them

to vote, and listen

to their responses
Expensive and time

consuming process to

becoming an

architect/ too many

barriers to entry into

profession

Let your friends

and coworkers

know that they

should correct you

when you say

something

problematic

provide resources on

website

Educate staff

about avoiding

racist comments

and micro-racist

activities

Implicit bias

training

Hold ourselves and our

firms accountable to

educate ourselves -

read, listen, attend

lectures - and bring

these conversations to

our work.

Creating an intern

system that gets

BIPOC in offices from

day one alongside

getting Arch degrees/

much more robust

scholarship system

more

involvement

in the

community

programs

universities and

schools will

need to discuss

cifersity in all of

their classes

Realize that it is

not the job of

POC to teach

people of

privilage.

volunteer time - pro

bono work for

organizations working

towards breaking

systemic racism +

police brutality + racial

justice

Help minority

students get

access to

education

EXAMINE OUR DESIGN

PROCESSES -- IF THEY ARE

HIERARCHICAL AND

EMBEDDED WITH POWER

DYNAMICS THAT ARE

INEQUITABLE, WE'LL MIMIC

THOSE STRUCTURES IN THE

WORLD

Support

businesses owned

by POC and more

specifically, black

people.

lobby for more municipal

funds to be allocated on

public / community

architecture, specifically

geared towards

communities with less

resources

reduce or eliminate

financial burdens of

education and licensure.

the construction industry

might serve as an example

with its focus on

recruitment and retaining

minorities through PAID

apprenticeship.

Meet people

where they are

and listen. Don't

ask them to

come to you.

Participate in

high school and

college

students'

projects

Follow POC

on social

media.

When we hold sessions

like this, state: Black and

brown people, if you join

us, we will not expect you

to educate white

participants or to expose

your trauma for their

learning.

Implicit Bias 

Training

Our education

system is for a lack

of a better term is

white washed in a

lot of

topics...history.

broaden your social

circle to include

more BIPOC / seek

out that point of

view more often

How?

Creating an intern

system that gets

BIPOC in offices from

day one alongside

getting Arch degrees/

much more robust

scholarship system

Read "The

Color of

Law"

work with

universities to

reduce barriers

to get people of

color into the

profession

Fund Access for

under-served

community

members. Set up a

reoccurring

donation

Spen

timed

involvement in

universities across the

country to eliminate the

barriers and

engagement

involvement in our

profession

work with

Kindergartens to

reduce barriers to

get people of

color into the

profession

Be mindful of who our

clients are - are they

holding themselves to

the same standards?

What are their values?

We can choose who we

work with/for.

School - needs to teach

more arch history of

black and other POC. I

can't think of one POC

architect that was

discussed in my arch

history courses.

BRING ECO

DISTRICTS INTO

PROJECTS - they are

doing some great

things to bring about

community-based

design and equity

Spend time having

the difficult

conversations with

older members of

my company

Let's also

challenge firms to

provide better

childcare support

and family leave.

Talk

Advocate

for code

changes

Don't always call

on the same

BIPOC people to

present at

conference to fit a

DEI.

cost of

architecture

school

Guides for Equitable

Practice

http://content.aia.org/sit

es/default/files/2018-

11/Guides_for_Equitable

_Practice_1-3.pdf

Ask your BIPOC

contacts who else

they would

recommend  for

presenting

provide financial support

(scholarships, paid

apprenticeships, etc.) to

people of color and under-

represented community

members looking to enter

the profession as second

career with broad-based

experience

AIA offer financial

support

(scholarships) for

the 5-8 years of

architectural

education

reach out to the universities/NAAB

about expanding the precedents

of architecture history/form (so

many of us received a 100% euro-

centric design education)

Change

hiring

practices

Regarding Education Pipeline -- I

wonder if AIA Oregon knows that

Benson High School closed their

Architecture Program. Benson HS

is one of the most diverse schools

in Oregon. The program seemed

like an excellent opportunity for

AIA and our architectural

community to make positive

change. 

Bring "trusted

navigators" into our

project work. Reach out

to community-based

organizations to help us

connect with the

communities we serve

GET

INVOLVED!!!

talk with your

family and

friends about

racism, and try

to be open and

h

Make community

engagement part of

mandatory

curriculum in

architecture

programs

there are awards for

design, awards for

sustainability (usually

green techie).  why not

expand and honor MORE

of those projects that are

catalysts for real societal

change!

offer alternative

options to full

education and

licensure, similar

legal assistants;

able to get from 2-

year degree

HOST

MORE

DIVERSITY

SPEAKERS  

Find community

leaders that

advocate on the

issues and vote!

Barbara Sestak - use

as resource for

reforming education

and gaining a broader

perspective about the

built world - how best

to track 

Read "No

Shortcuts"

we had an open forum similar

to this call. The difficulty was

that it was over zoom which is

more difficult to have

personal conversations for

some. It was also multiple

offices of my firm so a large

group which can be

intimidating.

Question"traditional"

architectural theories

and look at the

impact on the entire

community

collaborate with other

professional design and

engineering

organizations to learn

from each other and

work together

honest with your

friends, and

yourself about

overt biases and

implicit bias.

As soon as you start talking

about diversity - you notice

DIFFERENCES between ppl.

Thus INCLUSION is also

important. One cannot exist

without the other.Ask yourself tough

questions. write

about it. What

more can I be

doing?

acknowledge other's

perspective. Seek out

a different

perspective

Donate time as

a firm for

community

outreach and

mentorship.

"Evicted"

too

Talk to

people

you meet.

Forgive yourself for implicit biases you

have, to reduce the SHAME

surrounding this topic, and then make

the commitment to GET BETTER,

knowing that you WILL MAKE

MISTAKES, and if you can be honest

about these things and forgive

yourself, you can move forward in a

positive way.

Go live in a non-

white-dominant,

non-Christian

dominant country,

talk to people,

learn

GET

COMFORABLE

WITH THE UN

UNCOMFORTABLE

provide child care

when holding

community

feedback sessions

mayorwheeler@portlandoregon.gov

ask your clients for a

cultural make up of the

users (existing an desired)

for every project. Ask for

representatives to bring

specific review perspective

to the project.

Participate in volunteer

activities that enrich

the built environment

and create more equity

could AIA lobby for

debt-forgiveness if

arch grads practice

and serve those in

underserved

communities?  much

like doctors, nurses,

teachers.

Cap Elso, and

other camps

for people of

color

Listen

More!

Do the work to

understand how our

work supports

systemic inequities

and publicly share

outcome and

possible solutions

Support

local

change

host community

engagement sessions

that give space to

diverse voices

HR must take

complaints

seriously and

follow with

action!

i am

because

you are

Do you

know your

neighbors?

Meet minority

Professionals,

and introduce

them to other

relevant

professionals

visit your

local black

church

dont be silent. if you

dont know what to say,

educate yourself and

then say something.

silence is violence. 

Join the codes

committee and

be involved in

writing them

vote

Register voters,

even during the

pandemic. Be a

voting squad

leader. Join a

voting squad.

All of us are designers

- reconsider titles to

encourage a voice for

all on the team. Project

designer vs. design

manager, 

Understanding that in seeking

diversity in practice, we also

have to address our professional

design culture, our sense of

practice....our firm culture(s). We

have to be honest about what

we are and be open to address

what we are not. That dialog has

to build up and create

opportunities to empower

others.

Branch out from architecture

in higher education, push for

courses in Sociology, Political

Science, African American

and Women's Studies.

Fund student, faculty

and professional

research on black

urbanism,

community design

and landscapes

Understand

your impact

more than

your intent
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When We All Vote

Pledge to help us fight for fair,

safe, and accessible voting for

all Americans. Take The Pledge

> Michelle Obama and the other

When We All Vote co-chairs are

squading up to make sure every

single eligible voter is registered

and ready to vote for the 2020

elections. But they need your

help, too!

Join your

neighborhood

association

We can get involved and make

the built environment more

equitable through food support.

Growing Gardens in PDX is a

great non-profit

We need to talk about

intersectional aspects of

environmental racism, and how

the buildings we create

contribute to emissions

A friends child went

to Benson for that

program and now

he doesn't have

that opportunity.

Spec local 

materials and

partner with

minority run

firms.

Support

progressive

candidates and

vote in all elections

- local elections are

important.

We can begin to stop

thinking that our

responsibility ends at the

edge of the buildings we

create, and making sure we

are contributing to the

communities we are creating

in, with input and

sensitivities

have LOTS of

uncomfortable

conversations.

ask people

about

experiences. 

Let community organizations that

may not seem related to

architecture but are impacted by

architecture use AIA space to

create overlap between the

architecture community and the

community we are supposed to

serve. Heighten visibility of the

professional but also learn from

community groups what is

essential.

what is the

opportunity for AIA

to create design

education in

collaboration with

PPS, Benson?

Get out of your

comfort zone

Talk about

intersectional aspects

of environmental

racism, and how the

buildings we create

contribute to

emissions

Be sure some of the media you

consume daily (podcasts, etc.) is

produced by non-white individuals

and groups. It is good (and sometimes

veryuncomfortable) to hear other

points of view. I suggest "Another

Round" and 2 Dope Queens. Neither

of these is design-based, but both are

really thoughtful and eye-opening. 

travel

Redirect

developer values

from real-estate

driven to

community driven

less jargon.

Make the

design process

clear to all.

DONATE

MONEY or

TIME!

Don't patronize people

of color. We are not

their "saviors." We are a

service industry and

need to operate in

service of our

community members.

Travel -

experience

different places

and people. Do

not stay in your

bubble.

spec products from POC

owned companies, as well

as work with contractors

that will commit to hiring

POC

comforatably discuss

with our children and

teaching them that

hatred is not the

answer, to not make

this us against them

but everyone against

injustice

We can get involved and

make the built

environment more

equitable through food

support. Growing

Gardens in PDX is a

great non-profit

...and your

children....
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Put pressure on developers

to take on this issue and

have conversation of

inclusion in pre-design and

beyond

Public

Interest

Desgin

This is a title...

Placekeeping -

respect cultural

history 

LISTEN

understand how the

construction

industry as well as

built structures can

promote systemic

racism and

exploitation 

regular donations to

organizations that raise POC

up in our communities (often

through funding and

opportunity)

EXPAND YOUR

PERSONAL

DEFINITION OF

"COMMUNITY"

Portland is the whitest metro in

the US. The history of racism in

this state is a huge barrier in

recruiting and retaining POC,

especially black professionals. 

POC know that you can't

solve it all, but as

discussions/voices grow,

the community network

can be engaged to chip

away at hurdles faced by

POC in the professional

realm.

Sustainability

focused DEI

training:

Make space

for everyone

to speak
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Center for Diversity and the

Environment

The Center for Diversity & the

Environment is Hiring! Please

visit our Jobs page to view the

posting for the Executive

Assistant position. Be part of the

change. The Center for Diversity

& the Environment grew out of

the belief that everyone has a

place in the environmental

movement. Everything we

refuse to design

execution

chambers and

solitary

confinement

chambers

I FEEL BADLY THAT THIS QUESTION SEEMS SO

INSENSITIVE, BUT IF ARCHITECTS STOP  DESIGNING

POLICE STATIONS DO THEY DISAPPEAR? IS THE TASK

TO IMPROVE THROUGH EDUCATION, OR ERADICATE?

SIMILARLY, IS THE PROBLEM WITH DEFENSIBLE SPACE

THAT IT'S IMPOSED BY DESIGNERS ONTO

COMMUNITIES? MANY COMMUNITIES OF COLOR

MIGHT ALSO WANT SOME OF THE TENETS OF CPTED.

-- AH, THANK YOU. I DON'T THINK THE DAP

MANIFESTO MAKES THAT VERY CLEAR

my understanding is it's not so

much about not designing

police stations but diverting that

money to community based

programs.  Same goes for

prisons, rather than designing

more prisons, funds should be

put into more proactive

programs and mental health

care

offer help to programs

that offer services to

people in the

construction world,

with histories of

confinement.

How do we

invite back

those have

left the

profession?

HIRE MINORITY

DESIGNERS.  And

prioritize

opportunities to do

so

Pay attention to professions

outside our own - they're talking

about us. Connect with

sociologists, healthcare

professionals, community

leaders, artists, and on and on.

Research, learn, and bring

educated ideas to those fields

for their input.

Feature work

by BIPOC

visually in our

offices

Get to know

minority

contractors

and

consultants

Join groups like

PBDG, to meet

minority

subcontractors.

start reaching children as

mentors in primary school

so they can learn about the

possibilities of their voice

through design professions

and build hope and goals of

grading h.s. and attending

college

people over

profit

Follow BlPOC architects,

planners, urban designers,

landscape architects on

social media and share!

Amplify their voices and

discuss their

work/perspectives within

your our practice

Share knowledge

with other firms -

pool resources to

support the

community. 

Ask non-

architects how

they're

impacted by

architecture

Firm owners need to lead

on this issue.  So many EDI

events are attended by new

professionals and BIPOC,

but seldom are Firm leaders

seen at these events.  This

includes a commitment to

training.

Seek to

understand and

acknowledge the

power that you

have as a white

person.

Thinking on education - I dont

always advocate for students to

go into architecture unless they

have generational wealth

behind them. The cost of

education, even with

scholarships, does not lend

itself to a financially viable

career, student loans included.

AIAO needs to

use social

justice as a

lens for

Awards.

How can we make

sure our clients are

also on board?  Same

for developers,

Contractors.  We're

just one piece of the

puzzle.

Dismantling

the prison

industrial

complex

Engage with Portland

State University! Email

our student run

organization,

portlandstate@aias.org.

build

multicultural

competency and

respect through

study and

practice

Creating a visual toolkit that

can serve as a resource for

other communities. Niko

Larko of U of O Urban

Street Design Guide

approach changing urban

streets. Connect with Emily

Matis

Nicco Larco

urban street

design guide

for urban

streets

Talking with the local

principal or community

leader(s) to find out if

there are opportunities to

connect interested

community members /

students, to resources.

Join Safe Street

Initiative, way to get

involved directly &

quickly & may directly

impact communities of

color

https://beta.portland.gov/transportation/safestreetspdx/what-safe-streets-initiative

coordinate

with these

organizations
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Opinion: The black community

deserves justice. Now is the time.

Hardesty is a Portland city commissioner.

On the first night of protests in Portland, I

stayed up all night and personally went

downtown to observe the unrest that took

place. It was the first of several nights of

mass demonstrations, and Portland, I'm

tired. The black community is tired. The ...

1) create additional educational

opportunites in addition to AIS

- especially in Jr. High and

Early HS when career interest

are peaking

2) host bi-yearly open houses

to the community to bring in

youth to experience firms and

learn about the career paths

This starts with gaining

experiences at a young age.

Way before college

applications and selections

and choosing a major:

host bi-yearly open houses or

design crawls to the

community & bring in youth to

experience buildings, firms and

learn about the career paths

time: carve out time

as a firm - this is

important!

provide incentives for

empolyees - don't ask

that they do this as

volunteer time!

continue to advocate for that

cultural arts are taught in public

schools. expose to design

avenues of creativity allow

career opportunities such as

design and architecture,

engineering ect.

percentage of

development/permit fees could

be allocated towards local

scholarships

speak up and out to people of

influence that have a broad

network to  make these

changes in our profession

career

growth

often

advancement is

dictated by a

small group of

people.

cost of living &

benefit

incentives for

emerging

professionals

Support initiatives promoting

architectural education for

people of color at Grade School

and High School level.  And

supporting scholarships to help

these individuals get to college. 

Without this level of support, the

profession will not have

individuals available to hire.

Offer AIA CEU to

learn African + non-

European

Architectural Histories

and study minority

cultures and their

vernacular

Pay

Transparency

AIA Can help firms

develop EDI Action

plans.  Larger firms may

be able to do this in-

house, but smaller firms

may not have the

personnel or resources. 

Can AIA create a

template?  

Assemble a multi-

firm / multi-spec-

writer committee to

analyze the equity

implications of our

specifications

Specify products

from BIPOC-

owned

companies

Require bid-

solicitation and even

% of contracts to

BIPOC-owned

service providers

Analyze trade association's barriers

+ promotion of BIPOC within trade. 

Apply pressure to improve. Threaten

excluding association standards

from specs

Publish findings in

public report for the

advancement of all 
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The 50 Greatest Films by Black Directors

OscarsSoWhite wasn't- isn't -only about a stuffy

institution failing to recognize work by people of color.

Pushing the industry to allow black filmmakers and

actors to tell more substantial stories through high-

profile work is a crucial step toward remedying the

systematic issues at the heart of ...

#abolishNCARB - it creates

unnecessary barriers to

entry for the profession that

actually do very little to

ensure the health, safety,

and welfare of the public.

Whenever there are

barriers, people of color will

suffer disproportionately

there is mixed evidence about the

"8 can wait" strategy - many

bureaus that have invested

millions of dollars in these tactics

have seen very little

improvement. Many people that

study this think the system is too

broken to be reformed and is

corrupt to its core, which is why

they advocate abolition instead of

reforms .

And in order to

achieve either,

there needs to

be equity

check out

yourstreetyourvoice.org

Create a BIPOC Affinity

group at your office to

create space that's not

white-dominated.  Let

the group determine its

own agreements,

purpose and goals.

Please don't forget that laws

and imprisonment has

disproportionately impacted

minority communities.  Once

convicted a person looses

the right to vote.  Again

minimizing their ability to

fight for their own rights  

climate change affects minorities disproportionately. pollution and

emissions affect minorities disproportionately. the economics of

climate change are debilitating to minorities. AIA needs to make a

real commitment to zero carbon emissions, by promoting best

practices, supporting its members in achieving 100% compliance

before 2050. The AIA has the power to propose, support, and

implement systemic changes to building codes nationwide. If

Bruxelles can adopt Passive House as the code-required standard,

then so can we. The AIA has the bully pulpit ad the clout to push for

climate-responsive design, to push for best practices, and for

industry-wide reform that will get the profession and its industry

partners on track for true Zero-Emissions. The economic and social

benefits would have the highest positive impact on the

disadvantaged communities and minority members of US society.

Is there a way to influence

meaningful change through police

station design. Only agree to

design police stations if they

agree to specific changes. If so,

what would those changes be?

Many of the changes needed

must come from lawmakers but

maybe small wins could be gained

through a little leverage.

As a profession,

stop enabling

gentrification

which pushes

POC away.  

Do not anger and tire the membership and the

public with yet more idle, toothless

statements.  AIA National makes those kinds

of statements ALL THE TIME and never

follows through with "concrete change".  Make

a 5-year commitment as a chapter to issue NO

NEW STATEMENTS, and to lead ONLY by

doing, never by stating.

This is just another

mostly-white

organization  taking it

upon themselves to

"educate" on things

they're not qualified to

teach.

Who is going to

judge "real societal

change"? AIA

Oregon is not

qualified to judge

that.

No, AIA cannot create

a template, because

AIA is not qualified to

do so.  White people

stop talking.  Be quiet

and listen.

All current leadership of AIA

Oregon should be willing to step

down at the end of 2020.  Entirely

open, competitive elections

should be held - no more

nominees from within. The current

system creates dynasties of

certain peer groups and  firms'

chosen representatives,

systematically preventing

diversity.

"Lift up black

folks" is

paternalistic

phrasing

That should have

happened before

a single word was

written here.

Specifying local materials in a

place that is overwhelmingly

white and where

manufacturing is nearly

entirely owned and staffed by

white people does nothing

whatsoever for diversity.  We

would need to specify NON-

LOCAL materials to do that!

Be quiet first.  Before you start

"educating", ask yourself how are you

qualified to do that, and why do you

think you're any more qualified than the

rest of our members, or that any of them

are in need of what you have to teach?

"I have a black friend/in-

law/co-worker" is a tired

trope. It doesn't make you

qualified to teach, lead, or

speak.

Less is more.  Whatever

you have to say,

someone has beaten you

there. Don't add to the

noise.

Be quiet. Stop

writing. Stop

talking. Listen

first, or only.

Edit

ruthlessly.  

Millennials: respect that

for your older

colleagues this isn't

their first go-round with

the issue.

Don't mistake

silence for

apathy. Be

quiet first.

Vet your trainers. Consider

including breakout sessions

that divide BIPOC, women,

and/or white people. Their

experiences around

microaggressions are

different and might not be

comfortable sharing.

Promote, sponsor, and participate in

events hosted by architecture firms

that are already striving for more

diversity and inclusion. This provides

for members an opportunity to see

"what's working."

https://www.af-

oregon.org/hip-hop-

architecture-camp/

Promote coursework in

non-white and non-

Eurocentric architecture

and design

Every day

we vote

with our

wallets

Re-purpose

police funding to

bring back

Benson's

architecture

program!

By bringing in misogynistic

or racist clients into your

office, you're telling your firm

that BIPOC and women are

not safe at work.

Barriers continue after

architecture school. If English

is your second language,

you're translating the AREs in

real time during a timed test.

Our work here has just

begun! we need a

workground centered

around architecture

exposure, sync up with

YSYV and advocate for

more programs!

this work is

exhausting and

many times feels

lonely. there's so

much to do, and

limited time and

resources to do it

There is a great value in silence,

strategically deployed.  "Silence is

deafening" doesn't always mean "make

noise" - sometimes it means silence

speaks loudest.  Should we be

positioning ourselves as yellers, or as

listeners?  The right answer can be

different for each of us.

Write to and call your

elected representatives

regularly so they know

how best to serve those

who put them in office.


